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1.1. The prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions asserts that 
C logp=~(l+o(l)) if (a,q)=l 
p::;q ) 
(here and in the following, p denotes a prime, q is a fixed integer). 
Using his famous identity, Selberg [3] gave an elementary proof of this 
theorem. Shapiro [4], using the same identity, deduced this theorem from 
the prime ideal theorem. While elementary, their proofs are not simple. 
In [ 11, we prove by a “convolution method” that 
where p is the Mobius function. 
This has been known since Landau [23 to be equivalent, in an elemen- 
tary way, to the prime number theorem. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend further this method and to prove 
THEOREM. 
Shapiro [S] proved, in an elementary way, that this is equivalent to the 
prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions. 
1.2. Notations. Let ~22 and u,,, uY be two completely multiplicative 
functions defined by 
O,(P) = 
1 if pby 
and 
if p<y 
0 if p>y if p>y. 
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If (n, q) = 1 we denote by fi the reciprocal of n modulo q (i.e., nfi = l(q)): 
a,= iii5 bf( 4 4 q)l, 
.r- +a0 x 
1 is the constant function equal to 1, 
A is von Mangoldt’s function 
1 
C= lim - 
n( ) Y+ +m logYp<.” 
1-L -’ 
P 
(the well-known result C = ey, where y is Euler’s constant will not be used). 
1.3. The theorem is an easy consequence of the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. If(a,q)=l 
LEMMA 2. For any p,, a, < /III < 2 we have 
i 
m w (t 4) A&<(C-1).logy. 
Y t= L, ) 
2 pa +0(l) (3) 
(a,q)= 1 
LEMMA 3. For all a satisfying (a, q) = 1, 1 <a < q, there exists a con- 
stant S, 2 1 such that, for any /?=, a,, < l?, < 2, 
v dt < log y . ( Jl ma) + m% Y). (4) 
(a,q) = 1 
Moreover 
s,> 1 if a, > 0. (5) 
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Proof of the theorem. Combining (2)-(4) we get 
aaG---$$. II (l-j)~hit.y~{(C-I) !, B,+ z,B./S,+o(l)}. 
P GY 
(o.q)= 1 (a.q)= 1 
By the definition of C 
lim logy. n 1-j =A, 
Y-m PCY ( ) 
which gives 
Letting p, tend to a, and summing over a reduced set of residues, we 
obtain 
f a,< 2 
a=1 a=, a+&ij) 
(0.q) = 1 (f&q) = 1 
or 
!, a+$0. 
(a,q) = 1 
Each term being nonnegative, we get 
a, I-$ =0 
( ) n 
and a, = 0 by (5). 
11.1. Some convolution identities. 
uy * uy = 1, 
uyp * 1 = uy, 
“yP * uyP=PL, 
A*p=-plog, 
u,A * uyp = -uyp log. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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ProoJ On both sides of (6~(8) we have multiplicative functions, 
which, by the definition of v,, and u,, agree on prime powers and so are 
equal. 
Equation (10) follows from (9) as uy is completely multiplicative. 
Starting from ,4 * 1 = log and applying the Mobius Inversion formula 
and the additivity of the function log, we get 
and finally (9). 
A=p*log= -plog*l 
11.2. LEMMA 4. Zf (a, q)= 1, 
Proof: We apply (7), 
; 1 u,(n)= 1 uJ”y).~ dcc,, 1. 
R c .Y n c x 
n -o(q) nd= a(q) 
The condition nd z u(q) is equivalent to (n, q) = 1 and d = M(q). 
Observing that Ccn,4, =, u,(u)An)l n is a finite sum equal to (q/p(q)) 
FigaU - VP) and that (n/x) Lxln,dEori(y) 1 tends to l/q, we get the 
III. Proof of Lemma 1. We apply the identity (8) and get 
= 1 u&)0) c u,(d)/44 
n s x 
(n.qf= I 
= 1 
lil<y nsx 
(I.q)= 1 n-l(q) 
d$x/n 
d-m?(q) 
Let 1 = d, cd, . . . cd, be the finite sequence of square free numbers 
having all their prime factors less than y, and let dk + 1 = + co. 
Clearly, when n satisfies the inequality 
x X 
dj+l -cn %’ 
then V.&x/n, af, q) = f’,(d,, al; q) 
for j = 1, 2, . . . . k. 
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This leads to 
and hence, 
By Lemma 4, the last limit equals 
and therefore 
But 
,gl I vy(dj, 4 4)l = wy(dj, 4) 
(I.q)= 1 
and 
- ‘) WY(dj, q) = jlrn v dt. 
dj+l 
Our lemma follows. 
IV. We prove in this section Lemma 2. 
IV.l. LEMMA 5. We have the inequality 
w,ct, 4) log t< 1 u,(n)&) WY f, 4 + c u,(n) log 4 
( > (11) n<r “QI n 
valid for all y 2 2 and all t > 1. 
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Proof: Clearly, 
The last sum on the right is less than In6 t,nEO(qj v,(n) log t/n. 
Applying (10) yields 
n<r n<t 
nsa(q) (n.q)= I 
and hence, 
(n.qi= 1 n 3 o(q) 
Summing over a reduced set of residues modulo q, we get 
W,(t, q) log t< c u&M(n) T” ;, 4 + 1 u,(n) log f 
n<t ( ) fZ>, 
c&q)= 1 (n.q) = 1 
and, a fortiori, the lemma. 
IV.2. An auxiliary function. Let k be the function defined for u > 0 by 
k(u) = Iorn e -uX&(X) dx, where f(x) = \: y dt. 
Clearly k is positive, decreasing and has a continuous derivative. 
We proved in [ 1 ] that 
Sk(s)-j+‘k(u)du= 1 for all s > 0, 
s 
I 
*k(u)(2-u)du=C-1. 
I 
Consider the following auxiliary function: 
(12) 
(13) 
1 k 1% I h(t)=-. - 
( > 
for t> 1. 
log Y loi% Y 
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By (12) and (13) we have 
h(t)log I-[y’+v= 1 for all t> 1, (14) 
f 
I 
Y* h(u) 
ulog~dv=(C-l)logy. 
Y 
(15) 
With h decreasing, with continuous derivative, we deduce by partial 
integration from the elementary formula 
logp 
c P 
-=logt+O(l) 
PSI 
that 
1 h(pt)y=[:ydu+O(h(y)) if t>y, 
p<t 
(16) 
c h(pt)y=JrFdv+O(h(y)) if t> 1. (17) 
YllcpGt 
IV.3. LEMMA 6. Let h be defined as above. We have the following 
inequality: 
I 
O” w (t 4) dt< y W,k 4) 
Y 
y’ .j, +I:‘ydu)dt+O(L). 
t2 (18) 
Proof. Multiplying the inequality (11) by h(t)/t2 and integrating from y 
to + 00, we obtain 
I 
co 
Y 
W,(t, q)log t$)dt<s” c 
Y n<r 
u,(n)A(n) W,(t/n, q) y dt 
+lm c u,(n)logfydt 
Y n<r 
=S+E,, say. 
We first estimate E,: 
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p+J(log y) 
n 
and 
1 h(y)=0 - ( ) 1% Y 
we get 
We write S as 
E, =0(l). (19) 
s= j’* c bPW, 
Y p<.v 
(;,q)ydf+j; ~/gPw,(-j?4yyd~ 
r,2 
P’Gl 
= T+ E,, say. 
Now, 
E2Gh(y) 1 l%Pja W, 
P Y  
r>2 
AS 
co 
i c 
v (n) V,(n)+- = mx Y ), 
1 ncr 
n 
we again obtain 
E2=0(1). 
In T we interchange the summations, so 
T= c logpjym W$,q)ydt 
P G Y  
= c y j;vh(pr)dt. 
PCY 
(20) 
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Writing j;p = J;,p + j.7 and interchanging summations 
y w (t 4) T=j + 
1 
~v,,;<yh’t)~dt 
w 1 A@)% & 
p < .v 
By (16) and (17), 
T=jly!!$d(I:‘!?+) dt 
+I 
O" w'j:'q)(j;~‘+t 
Y 
+ 0 h(y) j,m w dt). 
As before the error term is 0( 1). 
Combining (18)-(21), we find that 
I -T(lo, .)’ 
th(t)- j;ydu)dt 
< j;w(I:‘yd,)dt+O(l). 
The lemma follows now by (14). 
IV.4. Proof of Lemma 2. Let t, be sufficiently large such that 
IWt, a, s)l <Pa. t for tat, andalla,(a,q)=l. 
As v,(n) = 1 if n < y, we have 
v,(t, 4 9) = Wt, a, 4) if t<y 
and 
W,(t, 9) = f IWt, a, 411 if t<y. 
a=1 
(a. 4) - 1 
Let y > t, and t E [to; y]; then 
(21) 
IWy(t4l)Kt i B, (22) 
a=1 
(a,y)= 1 
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and trivially 
I Jy,,(t, 411 G t 
By (18), (22), and (23) we get 
for all t. (23) 
+ 0 (s:” f jyfo y dv) + 0( 1). 
Y 
The error term is 0( 1) and 
=(C-1)logy by (15). 
This establishes the lemma. 
V.l. LEMMA 7. There exists a constant M depending only on q such that 
(24) 
for any 1 < tl < t, and a satisfying (a, q) = 1. 
Proof. The integral is equal to 
Shapiro [S] proved that if (a, q)= 1, 
which implies the lemma. 
V.2. Proof of Lemma 3. Let 
S,=min(2,1+&), where M is given by (24). (25) 
Clearly 6,~ 1 and 6, > 1 if Q, > 0. 
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If M(t, a, q) does not change sign in [ 1, y] then Lemma 3 is trivially 
true by (24). 
Consider p,, CI, < /?a < 2, and let t, be sufficiently large such that 
IM(t, a, 411 d D,t if t>fO. 
Consider two consecutive zeros t, < t2 with t1 > to and define 
Z(tl, t*)( = fZ M(r;P, q, dtl. 
fl 
We shall prove that 
and consequently the lemma. 
We distinguish three cases according to the size of t2/t,. 
0) loi3 b/f1 > b,WP,. 
In this case, (24) already implies (26). 
(ii) log t-Jt, < 6,M/j?, and tJt, < l/( 1 - fiu/2). 
As 
wtl,4!7)=0? 
we get 
IMt, 4 4)l = Mt, 4 q)-Mt,, a, 411 G It--fll. 
But 
(t-r,l$l$ for all t in [tl, t2] 
by the assumption 
and again we have (26). 
(iii) log tit, 6 6,&f//I, and tJt, 2 l/( 1 - /?a/2). 
We apply the previous inequality 
(26) 
(27) 
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This leads to 
Using the inequality 
and the definition of 6,, we see that 
so 
But in this case 
so, again, 
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